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ON T H E BREEDING H A B I T S OF T H E 
S T O R M - P E T R E L , WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO 

ITS I N C U B A T I O N AND F L E D G I N G - P E R I O D S . 
BY 

R. M. L O C K L K Y . 

(Plate 4.) 

T H E readiness with which the Storm-Petrel [Hydrobates 
pelagicus) deserts its egg when its nest is opened has made 
it difficult to obtain data relating to the incubation- and 
fledging-periods. In 1930 a series of nests under observation 
on Skokholm were deserted. In 1931, with the exercise of 
even greater care and the very minimum of interference, 
six complete results were obtained from ten marked nests. 

TABLE OF ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE. 
Last Young 
Bird seen 
on Land. 

O c t o b e r 30 th 
N o v e m b e r 7th 
O c t o b e r 25 th 
N o v e m b e r 2nd . 
O c t o b e r 2 7st 

As will be seen in the above table the adults arrive very 
faithfully during the last week of April. They are noticed 
a t once by their crooning notes, uttered from the nesting 
crevices towards evening and throughout the night up to 
two hours before sunrise. 

NESTING SITES. 

The sites selected include almost every variety of crevice 
and cranny afforded on the island from high-water mark to 
within a foot of the highest point, 175 feet. The old herring
bone pat tern stone hedge-walls are much favoured, as are 
the crevices in talus and debris on the cliffs, and among the 
boulders along the shore. Small passages and byways 
among the rabbit-warrens are also occupied. The Petrel 's 
beak in spring is sometimes coated with earth, and this is 
the only evidence I have of their probable burrowing ability. 
These small burrows in the turf and light soil can only have 
been made by the Petrels or the island mice, and on the 
whole I suspect the former. 

Of unusual sites, I have one record of a bird incubating 
its egg in the centre of a stretch of sand, approximately two 
feet square, beneath high boulders, and another of an egg 
placed in a wood-pile. 
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POPULATION OX SKOKHOLM. 

To arrive at an estimate of the number of nests on the 
island, as far as possible those in the hedge-walls were counted 
carefully. They amounted to just over 200. The nests on 
the cliffs and elsewhere were roughly calculated at 300, giving 
a minimum of 500 breeding pairs, or at least one thousand 
adults. I am not aware from any published record of any 
other island where this species is as numerous. 

CALL-XOTES. 

The characteristic note, uttered constantly in the evening 
and at night from the nesting-place, is not very loud, yet 
has a penetrative quality which enables the observer to hear 
it at 75 yards distance. It consists of a harsh, purring 
" urr," long sustained, and abruptly ended with " chikka," 
almost, indeed, a hiccough. Mrs. Seton Gordon's 
" purr-r-r-r-r-chee-ka " is admirable, though the " chee-ka" 
should, I think, be quickened. 

This typical note is rarely uttered on the wing, and then 
only in moments of excitement, when two or three birds 
are chasing each other, and exceptionally as a call by a bird 
on the wing to its sitting mate. The rule is silence on the 
wing. Beyond the indescribable monosyllables dealt with 
under " courtship " and the note expressing anger as 
described below, the only other note which the adults ut ter 
is the very rare " kwlc-urr, kwic-urr ", given on the wing over 
the nest in September, a soft, faintly-heard note. Except 
for the date, there is no other evidence that this may be 
intended as a note of enticement to the nearly fledged young. 

The new-born nestling frequently utters a plaintive 
" teep-teep", especially when being fed at night, and it will 
a t t ract attention by day in this manner should it be alone 
in the nest. By the time it has reached feathering age it 
will rattle off the " teep-teep " in one long-sustained " tee-e-eep " 
when handled, and this note, expressive of anger, is also 
uttered at times by the adult under the same circumstances. 

ARRIVAL FLIGHT. 

There is no assembly of adults on the sea near the island 
before sunset. Actually I have never seen a Storm-Petrel 
by day within ten miles of the island. Nevertheless, as 
soon as it is dark in May, they begin to arrive from the sea. 
They spend much time flying around and above their nesting-
holes before entering. The flight has been aptly described 
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as resembling that of the House-Martin. The long wings 
give the effect of a very graceful sweeping flight when an 
adult is released in daylight and flies purposefully straight 
to sea. When flying at night near the nesting-site, the effect 
is bat-like, due to the frequent turning and doubling. 

COURTSHIP. 

Some form of courtship is carried out on the wing as well 
as in the nest. At night in June, 1931, I frequently noticed 
that a pair would fly around in a circle near or above the 
site of the nest, one apparently pursuing the other. As 
they kept fairly strictly to the same circle and continued 
thus to fly steadily for several minutes, the action was very 
noticeable. On one occasion two birds appeared to be 
pursuing a third, and all three were evidently excited. They 
kept strictly to the defined circle, the leader uttering the 
characteristic note, which seemed to me to have an unusually 
vibratory tone. As I have said, they are markedly silent 
on the wing as a rule. What form of courtship is carried 
out in the nest is very difficult to imagine, but since the 
paired birds croon to each other, and utter a variety of 
monosyllabic exclamations, as well as indulge in some 
scuffling (as heard with my ear to the nesting-hole), evidently 
some ritual is performed there. 

It must be added here that the Storm-Petrel is extremely 
active in all its movements at night. It runs along flat and 
perpendicular surfaces with the greatest ease and some 
speed, beating its wings rapidly to help, and in this manner 
can - actually negotiate the surface of an overhanging cliff, 
wall or boulder, the beak being used where necessary. 

Before the egg is laid the procedure seems to be for the 
paired birds to spend roughly one day in every three at the 
nest. Arriving early in the night from the sea, the pair will 
spend perhaps a whole hour in flying about their chosen 
home. They appear, when not performing the " circle" 
ritual, to be hawking for moths and night-flying insects, 
but so far I am quite unable to prove definitely that they 
take anything on the wing. About midnight they enter the nest 
and begin crooning to each other, as often in duet as singly. 
They remain in the nest for the next twenty-four hours, 
starting to croon shortly after sunset on the following day, 
and continuing intermittently until well after midnight, 
when, without more ado, they suddenly slip out and fly 
straight away to sea. My observations tend to prove that 
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they do not necessarily return the next evening, and that, 
if they do, they may not stay over the following day. More 
often, they do not appear to visit the nest for perhaps two 
or three nights. I can only surmise that they spend this 
period feeding far out in the ocean somewhere. 

INCUBATION. 

Laying begins at the end of May, and is general by mid-
June, continuing into July. As the same site is occupied 
year after year, the egg is often laid beside the discarded 

Adult Storm-Petrel outside Nesting-site. Skokholm. 
{Photographed by H. A. Wallace.) 

shell of the egg hatched the year before. Exceptionally, I 
have noticed the shell removed after hatching and carried 
into the passage or dropped outside entirely. The egg is 
generally laid on the bare earth without much attempt to 
form a " scrape " for it, but I have a few records of bowl-
shaped scrapes, the deepest quite half an inch in soft, damp 
earth. I have never seen any nesting materials added, and 
consider that anything in the way of dried grass and feathers 
has been entirely accidental. Of twenty-one eggs examined 
seven were zoned with fine reddish spots, the rest were pure 
white. 
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Incubation is shared equally, judging by observations on 
a nest in 1930. In this case the female (presumably, i.e., 
the bird, subsequently ringed, which was found on the new-, 
laid egg) sat for the first two days, then the male for three, 
then the female for another day, after which the egg was left 
cold for two days, then the male sat for one day, the egg 
being totally deserted thereafter. This experience led me to 
be very chary of handling the adults, and in 1931 I left them 
more or less severely alone after the date of laying had been 
noted, and until it became necessary after four weeks to 
look out for the chick's appearance. 

I t will be seen that the incubation-period varied between 
38 and 40 days. The shortest time of 38 days is probably 
nearest the true period, as in this case (nest E below) the 
minimum of disturbance was probably experienced. I have 
a note tha t in the case of both nest A and C, the egg was 
left cold for one day early in the period. 

est. 

A 
B 
C 
I) 
]•: 
K 

Laid. 

l ime 2nd 
„ 17 th 
., 17 th 
,, 4 th 

J u l v 1 st 
,, 6 t h 

'Hatched. 

Ju lv i2 th 
,,' 27 th 
,, 27 th 
,, 14th 

Aug . 8 t h 
,, 14th 

Incuba
tion 

Period. 

40 d a y s 
4° .'. 
4° ., 
4° .. 
38 „ 
39 „ 

Young 
Bird 
Left. 

Sept . 6 th 
,, 26 th 
,, 2 8 t h 
,, 16th 

Oc t . 1 s t 
21 st 

Fledg
ing 

Period. 

56 d a v s 
6 1 

63 „ 
<>4 „ 
54 
68 

A verage 
i n c u b a 

t ion 
Pe r iod 

39.5 d a y s . 

A v e r a g e 
F ledg ing 

Per iod 
61 d a y s . 

F1.EDGING-PERIOD. 

The newly-hatched chick is remarkable in that it has a 
very distinct bald crown to its head, which persists for the 
first fortnight. After the first five days the down on the 
forehead and around the crown has already grown enough 
to hide completely this curious baldness. The day-old chick 
is very feeble, and for some days it appears barely able to 
lift up its head, which it supports by resting the point of 
the bill continually on the ground. One parent broods 
it fairly regularly by day during the first fortnight, but there
after it is only occasionally kept company by day, being 
fed once each night at about 12 p.m. 

At five weeks the quills are well-sprouted under the thick 
double-down, which now gives the bird the appearance of a 
ball of blackish-brown wool. At seven weeks the first 
plumage is nearly complete. 

As will be seen in the above table, there is a wide variation 
in the fledging-periods recorded. The discrepancies are not 
easily explained and may be due to a number of associated 
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factors, such as food supply, parental attention, and tem
perament. At present I am quite at a loss to explain why 
one nestling should fly two weeks before another (nests E 
and F). The records were scrupulously kept, and taken at 
sunset each day. 

I have long been aware that the adults will sometimes 
omit to visit the nestling, in the early stages perhaps for a 
single night occasionally, later for two or three nights at a 
stretch. To some extent they shun the land on very bright 
moonlit nights, though they are not so particular as the 
Manx Shearwater (Puffinus p. puffinus) in this respect, and 
then the nestling has to fast. From September 5th to 16th 
I kept a record of the visits to nest F. The young bird 
there was visited at night only on the 5th, 7th, 10th, n t h , 
12th and 15th. On the 15th one parent stayed all day in 
the nest. I continued the record irregularly thereafter until 
the bird flew, and was able to prove that the nestling can 
easily sustain a six days' fast. As far as I could ascertain, 
I found that the parents leave the nestling in the same 
apparently callous way as does the Shearwater. During 
the 21 days of October the bird in nest F was not visited on 
more than seven occasions and probably less. The method 
of checking the visits was by placing matchsticks or light 
stalks and twigs in the entrance to the nest, the parents 
easily brushing these aside when entering. 

The fully fledged Petrel has seldom any difficulty in 
reaching the sea. I have taken them at this stage out of 
the nest and allowed them to fly off, which they do with 
ease and grace, though they have never tried their wings 
before. I have also released them within six inches of the 
sea. They showed an eagerness not to touch the water, and 
each time flew away without doing so, and as long as I could 
watch them they flew in a zig-zag course straight out to sea, 
low over the waves. 
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NESTLING STORM-PETRELS. 

Upper : Tn nest 1", 4 days old, showing bald spot on crown, also 
discarded egg-shell. 

Lower : From nest E, 7 days old, showing typical att i tude with beak 
resting on ground, 

[Photographed by H. Morrey Salmon.) 
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